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MAL - Green Power Solutions for the World !



MAL - Our Mission

Our Mission !



MAL - Our “Green” Mission !

https://docs.google.com/file/d/16Tg1UTO-EwLAnWDvUSwl9B3RFhHE7YLI/preview


MAL - Our Company and Founder

Our Company !



MAL - Who we are !

MAL Research & Development 
limited

Métalectrique is a british 
engineering company that uses 
proprietary metal-air electric 
power technologies to provide 
green and cost effective mobile 
energy



MAL - The Inventor bio 

Trevor Jackson has invented  Aluminium - Air type  battery which can run 1500 miles  (Wed. 14th March 2018)

Trained as Rolls-Royce engineer  Trevor Jackson from Tavistock has come up with the Aluminium-Air type of battery 
which he has invented already back  in 2002 but has made industrial interest just recently. His works were first 
recognized by French State and marked as  Strategic and the National Interest. He returned to UK by the request of 
HM Ambassador to France and was introduced to Formula 1 Team. This led to formation of MAL(R&D)Ltd where 
Trevor and his team  developed and successfully tested  and full size, zero CO2 battery technology to 1500 miles 
range  with F1 partner Lotus Engineering.  Lotus completed a successful Product Definition Workshop which 
provided guidance on designing for Electric Vehicles. This resulted in two designs; one for the Nissan Leaf and one 
for the ‘G-Wiz’. Although Nissan expressed a strong interest in this battery they were already committed to fitting 
LiON batteries to the ‘Leaf’. A three-month test programme concluded with seven repeat tests on the G-Wiz 
prototype cells and each test showed steady delivery of power for a range of 1500 miles. This battery will be 
demonstrated in a MEGA Multitruck in 2018. Trevor has a strong team and continues his works to enter to aviation 
and  marine industries as well.



MAL - The Patent !

An aluminium-air cell, an aluminium-air battery and a motor unit 
comprising an electric motor and an aluminium-air battery

In a first aspect the present invention relates to an aluminium-air cell and to an 

aluminium-air battery comprising a plurality of the aluminium-air cells. In a second aspect 

the present invention relates to a motor unit which comprises the aluminium-air cell or 

the aluminium-air battery of the invention along with an electric motor. An aluminium-air 

cell (10) comprises: a casing (12) and within the casing: an air cathode (23); an electrode 

(27) of aluminium or aluminium alloy spaced from the air cathode; an electrolyte chamber 

(45) defined between the air cathode and the electrode; an electrolyte liquid; a reservoir 

cavity (36) separate from the electrolyte chamber for storing the electrolyte liquid; a 

rotatable shaft (15); a delivery conduit (37) connecting the reservoir cavity and the 

electrolyte chamber; and an impeller device (20) driven by the rotatable shaft to draw the 

electrolyte liquid out of the reservoir and pump the drawn electrolyte liquid through the 

delivery conduit into the electrolyte chamber.



MAL - Endorsements 



MAL - Our Technology

Our Technology !



MAL - What Wikipedia says !

Aluminium–air batteries (Al–air batteries) produce electricity from the reaction of oxygen in the air with 
aluminium. They have one of the highest energy densities of all batteries, but they are not widely used 
because of problems with high anode cost and byproduct removal when using traditional electrolytes. This 
has restricted their use to mainly military applications. However, an electric vehicle with aluminium 
batteries has the potential for up to eight times the range of a lithium-ion battery with a significantly lower 
total weight.[1]

Aluminium–air batteries are primary cells, i.e., non-rechargeable. Once the aluminium anode is consumed 
by its reaction with atmospheric oxygen at a cathode immersed in a water-based electrolyte to form 
hydrated aluminium oxide, the battery will no longer produce electricity. However, it is possible to 
mechanically recharge the battery with new aluminium anodes made from recycling the hydrated 
aluminium oxide. Such recycling would be essential if aluminium–air batteries were to be widely adopted.

Aluminium-powered vehicles have been under discussion for some decades.[2] Hybridisation mitigates the 
costs, and in 1989 road tests of a hybridised aluminium–air/lead–acid battery in an electric vehicle were 
reported.[3] An aluminium-powered plug-in hybrid minivan was demonstrated in Ontario in 1990.[4]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_density
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium-ion_battery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium%E2%80%93air_battery#cite_note-YangKnickle-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_cell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium_oxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium%E2%80%93air_battery#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead%E2%80%93acid_battery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium%E2%80%93air_battery#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium%E2%80%93air_battery#cite_note-4


MAL - How it works ?

Aluminium-Air technology has long attracted attention due to its cheap, lightweight and high-energy 
nature. Aluminium is the most abundant metal on Earth and is easy to handle, store and is safe as a way 
of storing electrical energy.
 
A Métalectrique power cell is actually quite simple. A piece of Aluminium is in contact with a special 
electrolyte. This electrolyte reacts with the metal on the negative end and on the positive end, air reacts 
with the electrolyte. When those two reactions are combined, aluminium is transformed into hydrated 
alumina and electrons are transferred from the second layer, through the conductor, ready to power a 
device. After use, the hydrated alumina can be reprocessed by smelting it, recovering the water and 
oxygen as it forms fresh aluminium. This cycle can be used over and over again. 



MAL - How it works (Schema) ! 
The discharge reactions within the cell are 
as follows:
 
Anode: 

Al → Al + 3e- 
Cathode: 

O2 + 2 H2O + 4e- → 4 OH ̄

Overall: 
4 Al + 3 O2 + 6 H2O → 4 Al(OH)3 

The parasitic hydrogen–generating 
reaction is:
 

Al + 3 H2O → Al(OH)3 + 3/2 H2



MAL - How it works (Schema)



MAL - Why Metalectrique Power Technology ?

. Fully Green & Recyclable Solution.

. Team of engineer to adapt to your specific needs.

. Extremely reduced maintenance. (No Engine needed)

. Use of Low Cost & Easy to Process Regular Aluminium. (1000 Series Alloy)

. It works also with Recycled Aluminium to reduce cost & ecological footprint.

. Non Toxic Electrolyte based on Salt Water. (before & after chemical reaction)

. Cost saving solution when properly recycled. (both Infrastructure & Consumables)

BS EN IEC 62840 
Safety Standard



MAL - Cost !

Extremely Cost Saving Solution (including Recycling)

● Infrastructure Cost (One Shot / Including Electronics)

From 30 € to 300 € per kWh

● Run Time cost (including Recycling) : 

From 0.1 to 0.60 € per kWh  



MAL - The Power Solutions !

Where is the Competition !



MAL - How we Compare
The graph on the left can be 
used to visualise how 
aluminium air technology 
compares to competing 
power solutions on the 
market, both in specific 
power (W/kg) and specific 
energy (Wh/KG). In 
summary, although our 
technology retains and 
exceeds the energy 
advantage of past fuel cell 
technologies, our unique 
chemistry enables a power 
that is comparable to 
certain Lithium Ion 
batteries; and this is 
expected to improve in 
future Level B prototype 
development projects



MAL - Our Current Initiatives !

Our Current Initiatives !



MAL - Our Comparative Key Benefits !

. Long Life Duration (15 years) & Easy 100% Recycling

. Cos Savingt Solution (both Infrastructure & Consumables).

. 100% Halophile & “Green / Sustainable” Solution.

. No Fire Risk / No Heat Increase (Running Temperature  26°C). 

. Operating Range : -40°C to 71°C (easy cooling) without loss of performance / without degradation. 

. BS EN IEC 62840 Safety Standard. E-MARK in progress.

. No Plug Recharge. Depending on your version : “Swap” or “Refuel”. (And then “WE” Recycle).  

. Excellent Ratio between Power vs. Energy : 
E/w = 1350 Wh / kg (validated)

E*/w = 2000 Wh / kg (“in labs”) 

E/v = 800 Wh / dm3 P/w = 206 W / kg @ 26°C.

P/w = 355 W / kg @ 40°C.

P*/w = 1800 W / kg (“coming”)



MAL - Compared to Lithium-Ion batteries

● Easy 100% Recycling.
● 100% Halophile Solution.
● No Fire Risk. 
● No Heat Increase. 
● No Complex BMS.
● 100 % Green Solution 
● No Plug Recharge.

● Weight : 9 times lighter than Lithium batteries.
● Size : 4 times smaller than Lithium batteries.
● Cost : 4 times cheaper than Lithium batteries.
● Duration : 5 times longer than Lithium batteries.



MAL - Compared to Power Generator

. Almost no Maintenance (No 
moving pieces).

. No Fire risk / No Fume / No 
Noise.

. 100% Halophile Solution. 

. 100 % Green Solution.

. No Plug Recharge / No Power 
Generator / No Fuel. 

After



MAL - Automotive !

Light, Compact & Easy to “Swap” (cf. Vidéo)

● 4.5 kg / 6 kWh / 1 kW  per module
● W8cm x D11cm x L44cm per module (3.8 dm3)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-CW_NmOY61rxh8Ls7NiU06qKHRYCOWHH/preview


MAL - The “4wd” Universal Power Bank !

Light, Compact & Easy to “Swap” but a lot of 
energy.

● Energy :  23 kWh for only 21 kg.
● Power : 60W (12V) / 2 kW (230V)  (3,5 kW 

Peak)
● Dim (mm) : W250 x L330 H350

More Power(s) on demand !



MAL - Next Steps !

Next Steps !



MAL - The (very) close Future !

. Powering Electric Engines for boats and planes, 

. Illuminating isolated villages, etc...



MAL - The WW Battery Market in Value !

Global Battery Market to Reach $279.7 Billion by 2027

The global market for Battery estimated at US$120.4 Billion in 
the year 2020, is projected to reach a revised size of US$279.7 
Billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 12.8% over the analysis 
period 2020-2027. Lead Acid, one of the segments analyzed in 
the report, is projected to record a 11.8% CAGR and reach 
US$76.6 Billion by the end of the analysis period. After an early 
analysis of the business implications of the pandemic and its 
induced economic crisis, growth in the Li-Ion segment is 
readjusted to a revised 14.1% CAGR for the next 7-year period.



MAL - The WW Battery Market in % !



MAL - The US Battery Market in $ !



MAL - The WW Lithium Ion Battery Market !

Image courtesy of Global Market Insights Inc.



MAL - What about Aluminium !

What about Aluminium !



MAL - 6 Aluminium Facts !
#1 It Weighs One-Third Less Than Steel

#2 It Doesn’t Rust

#3 It’s the World’s Most Abundant Metal
Consisting of about 8.2% of the Earth’s crust, it typically costs less than other, less-common metals.

#4 It’s Recyclable
According to the “Aluminum Association”, it’s the “most recyclable of all materials.” When aluminum is recycled, nearly all of the metal can be reused 
without creating any waste. Recycling just a single aluminum saves enough energy to power an MP3 player while listening to entire album of songs.

#5 It’s Resistant to Heat
Aluminum is highly resistant to heat. It will still smelt from a solid to liquid state when exposed to temperatures in excess of 1,220 °F.

#6 It’s Ductile
Aluminum is a ductile metal that is easy to bend and shape, sing basic tools and minimal pressure.

#7 Aluminum is non-toxic to humans.
In fact, aluminum hydroxide is used medicinally as an antacid. This aluminum compound can also be used to treat kidney failure and is found in some 
vaccines.

#8 Aluminum is highly reactive.
It even binds with oxygen, which is basically all around us.



MAL - Aluminium Facts 2 !



MAL - Aluminium Facts 3 !
#1) It Weighs One-Third Less Than Steel
One of the reasons aluminum has become such a widely used metal in the manufacturing industry is because of its lightweight characteristics. 

#2) It Doesn’t Rust
Since it doesn’t contain iron, aluminum doesn’t rust. Aluminum products can withstand rain, sleet, snow and humidity without rusting.

#3) It’s the World’s Most Abundant Metal
Consisting of about 8.2% of the Earth’s crust, aluminum is the world’s most abundant metal. Because there’s so much aluminum readily available, it 
typically costs less than other, less-common metals.

#4) It’s Recyclable
Aluminum is also recyclable, meaning aluminum products can be smelted down and reused in other applications. According to the Aluminum 
Association, it’s the “most recyclable of all materials.” When aluminum is recycled, nearly all of the metal can be reused without creating any waste. And 
the Aluminum Association notes that recycling just a single aluminum can saves enough energy to power an MP3 player while listening to entire album 
of songs.

#5) It’s Resistant to Heat
Aluminum is highly resistant to heat. It will still smelt from a solid to liquid state when exposed to enough heat, but it takes temperatures in excess of 
1,220 degrees Fahrenheit to smelt aluminum.

#6) It’s Ductile
Aluminum is a ductile metal that is easy to bend and shape, sing basic tools and minimal pressure.



MAL - Aluminium Facts 4 !

WBR = 27.5 billion tonnes 

AP= 0.84 € per kg



MAL - What the Press and Wikipedia says !

What the Press & Wikipedia says !



MAL - Somes Useful Links (1/2) !

Al-air: a better battery for 
EVs?

By Richard Brown
03 February 2020

https://www.automotivelogistics.media/electric-vehicles/al-air-a-better-ba
ttery-for-evs/40079.article

BBC coverage of Métalectrique 
Technology

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38cKvIQzHG0&t=1s

Les promesses miraculeuses des 
batteries aluminium-air

Repéré par Thomas Burgel sur 
TechCrunch
19/07/2019 à 6h49

https://korii.slate.fr/tech/promesses-miraculeuses-batteries-aluminium-ai
r-tout-electrique

https://www.automotivelogistics.media/electric-vehicles/al-air-a-better-battery-for-evs/40079.article
https://www.automotivelogistics.media/electric-vehicles/al-air-a-better-battery-for-evs/40079.article
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38cKvIQzHG0&t=1s
https://korii.slate.fr/tech/promesses-miraculeuses-batteries-aluminium-air-tout-electrique
https://korii.slate.fr/tech/promesses-miraculeuses-batteries-aluminium-air-tout-electrique


MAL - Somes Useful Links (2/2) !

By Steven Douglas 
October 23, 2019 Inventor Builds A Car Battery With A Range Of 1,500 Miles And Gains 

Investors

Aluminium–air battery

WO2016178017A1 - An aluminium-air cell, an aluminium-air battery 
and a motor unit comprising an electric motor and an aluminium-air 
battery

https://www.inclusivecapitalism.com/news-insights/meet-the-coun
cil-a-qa-with-trevor-jackson/

https://www.grandtournation.com/cars/inventor-builds-a-car-battery-with-a-range-of-1500-miles-and-gains-investors/
https://www.grandtournation.com/cars/inventor-builds-a-car-battery-with-a-range-of-1500-miles-and-gains-investors/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium%E2%80%93air_battery
https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2016178017A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2016178017A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2016178017A1/en
https://www.inclusivecapitalism.com/news-insights/meet-the-council-a-qa-with-trevor-jackson/
https://www.inclusivecapitalism.com/news-insights/meet-the-council-a-qa-with-trevor-jackson/


MAL - Your Contacts

Stephane Collard

Senior Business Development Manager for Continental Europe

📱      +33 660 662 650 - stephane@arcane-conseil.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/scollard/

Visit Us : www.arcane-conseil.com

Jean-Pierre Chambon

Worldwide Marine Expert

📱       +33 614 797 424 - jpc@arcane-conseil.com

mailto:stephane@arcane-conseil.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/scollard/
http://www.arcane-conseil.com
mailto:jpc@arcane-conseil.com


MAL - Your Questions !

Questions ?


